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Message from the Rabbi
Our Shul’s motto for quite some time has been the image of Bichat Kohanim,
the outstretched arms of the kohanim blessing the Jewish people. I am not certain when
or why we chose birchat kohanim as our motto, but I would like to suggest that by
depicting the outstretched hands of the kohanim we are identifying what we consider to
be the ideal leader.
The gemara (Kiddushin 23b) describes kohanim as both shluchei d’rachmana and
shluchei didan, agents of G-d and agents of the Jewish people. Kohanim serve as a
conduit to transmit Hashem’s brachot to the Jewish people, while at the same time they
are emissaries of the Jewish people, offering korbanot on our behalf. Our Shul is
blessed with leaders who, like the kohanim of yore, epitomize this dual role. Leaders
who understand that the ideal is to serve both Hashem and represent the Jewish people.
We are fortunate to pay tribute to a wonderful group of kohanim this evening.
Isaac and Talia Dayan epitomize the type of selfless leaders that the kohanim
represented. They have been involved in so many of our most precious events, both
past and present. Whether Scattegories, Sefardic minyan, Chanukat HaBayit, parlor
meetings for the Shul, or just ordinary davening or Tot Shabbat, Isaac and Talia have
been selfless leaders. Isaac even agreed to take on the role as Shul President last year.
I personally am grateful to Talia for allowing Isaac to accept that largely
thankless role and for putting up with the long hours, intense pressures, and difficult
personalities that came with the presidency. In my mind, Isaac and Talia will forever be
associated with Mt. Sinai. Whenever I enter the TTC, I think of the leadership that
Isaac provided to bring this project to its fruition, and the way Talia supported him.
Riva Preil is a most deserving recipient of the Herbert Harwitt Community
Builder Award. Our community is built upon the foundation of its events. People
travel from far and wide, and come to join Mt. Sinai because they know that our events
are professionally run, fun, and in good taste. So much of this is because of Riva. Riva’s
energy and commitment, coupled with her dedication to doing what is right, and doing
it as well as possible, make her an ideal leader, a follower of the model of the kohanim
of yore.
Debbie Ciner is a most worthy recipient of the Rabbi Yehuda Hillewitz z”l
memorial award. Rabbi Hillewitz, who we continue to miss, loved our Shul and did so
much to make it a place of home- like warmth and kedusha. Debbie through her
personal chesed and commitment to helping anyone at anytime does the same. Our
Shul would not be the same without Debbie; her energy and vision for how to properly
perform the mitzvah of chesed help make us the special place we are today.
Finally, it is a great pleasure to honor Sara Shatz for her largely unsung but
profoundly important service to the Shul. Cookies don’t just platter themselves,
kiddushes don’t just happen; Sara Shatz makes things happen. Her involvement in so
many aspects of Shul life while still finding time to be a regular member of the Shabbos
afternoon gemara shiur, and still continuing her own personal learning, is truly
impressive. Sara Shatz, is most deserving of honor.
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz
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Message from the President
As we gather together to celebrate the very best of Mt. Sinai Jewish Center, we can’t help but observe how
our honorees are truly deserving of each of their respective awards.
Our Guests of Honor, Talia and Isaac Dayan, tirelessly give of themselves on behalf of the community.
Between the two of them, countless hours have been spent on shul leadership and volunteer work. Every one
of us has benefitted from their hard work and dedication. We seek them out for their wisdom and inspiration.
We look to them as examples of dignity and humility. Up until now, they have avoided the recognition they
so richly deserve. In keeping with the Torah’s teaching, the honor they fled has inevitably caught up to them.
We are truly fortunate to be present as they receive their award.
When it comes to finding an example of a community builder, set by our revered Mr. Herbert Harwitt, there
can be no better choice than Riva Preil. As chair of the Events Committee, Riva makes the connections that
strengthen our friendships and form new ones. She creates opportunities for us to express our shared values
and goals. Because so much of the Mt. Sinai community is built on the bedrock of her work, she is a most
deserving recipient of the Herbert Harwitt Community Builder Award.
Debbie Ciner’s work on the Chesed Committee truly exemplifies the values of the Rabbi Yehuda Hilewitz,
A’H, Memorial Award. Just like Rabbi Hilewitz, whom she knew personally, Debbie does amazing things for
the shul and the Washington Heights Jewish community without fanfare. Whether reaching out to those in
need, putting together food packages for the JCC pantry, or organizing fundraisers for worthy causes, Debbie
is the quiet force behind some of the best work the shul does. We are privileged to bestow this award upon
her.
What a thrill it is to recognize Sara Shatz with our Keter Shem Tov award! Whether running the Kiddush
Committee, making sure the siddurim and chumashim end up back on the shelves, or serving on the Board of
Trustees, Sara does it all. Her willingness to help whenever she is needed has earned her the reputation as a
great friend and a wonderful person. She already wears the “Crown of a Good Name”, but we’re happy to
have to opportunity to reaffirm it tonight.
I would like to express my appreciation to everyone else who worked hard to made this beautiful evening
possible:
Aliza Bindiger, Yehuda Brum, Anat Coleman, Chana Fuhrman, Talia & Matt Furleiter, Rena Garbow, Rena
Gersten, Chaim Gevaryahu, Michael Goon, Chani Hilewitz, Oren Hiller, Yehudis Isenberg, Pamela Kaplan,
Lauren Kirschenbaum, Aliza Abrams Konig, Nike Prroj, Ari Reiser, Elana Rosengard, Kayla Ross, Rabbi Ezra
Schwartz, Doniel Stiefel, Jenny and Adam Teitcher, Chava Wernick, and Emily Winograd.
Lastly, but just as importantly, I would like to thank all of you. Thank you for joining us this evening. Thank
you for going on the record with your support for our honorees’ work by placing ads in the journal. Thank
you for supporting Mt. Sinai Jewish Center as we continue to build a kehilla kedosha through learning,

service, and acts of kindness and as we blaze a path for Jewish society to the Geula Shlema, b’mhera
b’yamenu.
Mark Rozenberg
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Message from the Guests of Honor
A lot has changed at Mount Sinai since we first moved to the heights eight years ago:
 Structurally, we have a new roof, a refurbished social hall and lobby, updated lighting and re-spaced benches
with enough room to stand in the main sanctuary, a new chiller for the air-conditioner, and a renovated lower level
which shored up the building’s foundation and reconfigured space to better fit our needs.
 In terms of programming, we witnessed the addition of family-oriented activities like tot shabbat, minyan
katan and the kid’s pajama party; social events like barbeques, Friday Night Lights and Learn dinners and onegs;
several singles events, and Torah learning opportunities for every night of the week, including Daf Yomi and
Monday Night Learning.
 Our rabbinic and professional staff expanded to keep up with our growth. In addition to Rabbi Mordechai
Schnaidman, who we are also fortunate to have as a neighbor in our building, we hired Rabbi Ezra Schwartz,
Executive Director Oren Hiller, Head of Maintenance Nike Prroj, Yoetzet Halacha Dena Block, and most recently
Kayla Ross as assistant director of marketing, communications, and program development.
One thing has stayed constant, and that is the incredible dedication, generosity, warmth, and hospitality of the
community here. All of the additions we mentioned above only happened for one reason: individuals cared enough to
give their time and hard-earned money to make them happen. We love that hundreds of people take up the mantle of
leadership, get involved and contribute their skills, talents, time, and resources to help the shul and each other.
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks makes two profound observations about leadership in his Covenant and Conversation
commentary on Parshat Yitro 5774. First he notes that when Yitro sees Moshe leading alone, he says, “What you are doing is not
good” (Ex. 18: 17). Rabbi Sacks explains: “This is one of only two instances in the whole Torah in which the words ‘ ,לא טובnot good,’
appear. The other is in Genesis 2, where God says, ‘It is not good [lo tov] for man to be alone.’ We cannot lead alone. We ca nnot live
alone. To be alone is not good.”
He then points out some math so basic, the two of us missed its significance until Rabbi Sacks pointed it out. When Yitro
advises Moshe to appoint representatives -- “people who fear God, are trustworthy, and hate dishonest gain” -- he
appoints a leader for every thousand, hundred, fifty and ten. For every 1000 people, 131 of them -- 1 in every 8 -- was
expected to undertake some form of leadership role. That is a much higher proportion than we usually think of when we
think of our “community leaders”.
We are fortunate that our shul uses this model of distributed leadership and provides opportunities for so many of us to
take active roles in our community. Out of our more than 450 members, far more than 56 (the 1 in 8) are active in
running social, chesed, and educational programs, leading davening, and teaching shiurim. Looking around we see very clearly
that the future leaders of the Jewish people are here around us. Several hundred people have already passed through Mt Sinai’s doors to
leadership roles in communities across the globe, and several thousand more will follow in the coming years. We feel lucky that we had
the opportunity to work closely with so many talented lay-leaders, including (but not limited to!): Mr. Herbert Harwitt, Mr. Walter
Spier, Yoni Ray, Jeremy Stern, Rebecca Saidlower, Yehudis Isenberg, Yossi Mandelbaum, Chana Fuhrman, Aharon Plumer, Mark
Rozenberg, Rachel Waldman, Michael Nahmias, Aliza Abrams Konig, Yaffa Jaskoll, Arona Berow, and last but certainly (certainly!)
not least, Matt and Talia Furleiter.
As Rabbi Sacks noted, we cannot lead alone, and we cannot live alone. Ever since we moved to Washington Heights as
college graduates trying to find our way, we benefitted from a strong and close-knit community that eased us through
many life transitions including finding each other, getting married, starting a family, switching jobs, and (soon!)
completing graduate school. We’re grateful for the the friendships we have made and hope that they will last throughout
our lives.

Isaac and Talia Dayan
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Message from the
Herbert Harwitt Community
Builder Award Recipient
With much Hakarat Hatov, I want to thank the Mt. Sinai Kehila for this wonderful
recognition. However, I am not a "Community Builder" in a vacuum and I would like to
share this with the many individuals who enable me to "do my thing."
Thank you to Rabbi Schwartz, Dr. Schwartz, Rabbi Schnaidman, Rabbi Abramson, and Dena
Block for all that you do for our shul and its members, and for supporting and attending our
events. Your spiritual guidance is invaluable.
Thank you to the Shul Officers and Board Members for your tireless efforts on behalf of our
community, much of which is behind the scenes. Your humility and commitment is
inspirational.
Thank you to Oren, Kayla, and Nike for taking my ideas and running with them farther than I
ever could have imagined. Your creativity, efficiency, support, and humor make
volunteering such a rewarding experience.
Thank you to my co-honorees, Isaac and Talia Dayan. Sara Shatz, and Debbie Ciner, for your
incredible work and tireless efforts. I feel honored to be recognized alongside such dedicated
and deserving community leaders.
Thank you to my friends and family for attending, supporting, and volunteering at Mount
Sinai Jewish Center Events! Friday Night Lights and Learn, Paint Nights, Movie Nights,
Panoply, and holiday events are successful thanks to you.
And last but CERTAINLY most important, I want to thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for
allowing me to be a part of such an incredible unique community. It is truly a bracha that we
are able to benefit from a warm and inviting community of wonderful members who
socialize, work, learn and grow together. I hope Hashem gives me the ability to continue
building and enriching our community with you for many years to come.

Riva Preil
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Message from the
Rabbi Yehuda Hilewitz Memorial A”H Award Recipient
Dear Family & Friends,
I feel very grateful to be one of the honorees at the 2015 / 5775 annual journal dinner.
I am deeply appreciative to my parents and siblings for their ongoing support and
guidance and for instilling within me a strong sense of community, chesed and Torah. I
additionally want to thank my extended family, friends, fellow community members,
and Rabbi Schwartz for your encouragement and inspiration in bringing me here today.
I am especially honored to be receiving the Rabbi Yehuda Hilewitz, z”l, Memorial
Award. Rabbi Hilewitz z”l embodied ‘chesed shel emet’ and was always reaching out
and doing for others. I had the opportunity to eat Shabbat meals in his home and
experience his witty sense of humor. More importantly, I have the constant privilege of
davening and actively participating in a shul that he was so inspirational in building.
We recently read Megillat Ruth on Shavuot. Ruth was a woman of inner strength,
integrity, and kindness, and demonstrated an unwavering love and commitment
towards her mother-in-law and the Jewish people. Her individual actions had far
reaching implications for the future of the Jewish people. Mt. Sinai is a place where
these same values of chesed and communal dedication are expressed on a daily basis.
Community members spend hours of their own time creating programs, ensuring and
enhancing minyanim, giving shiurim, and much more. Our Shul is special and unique in
that each individual can make a difference. I am thankful to be part of such a
community, and I am especially grateful for the long lasting relationships that I have
formed through planning events and working together with so many of you!
While Mt Sinai may seem overwhelming to a newcomer with its crowds of people and
loud conversations, I believe this buzz and energy attests to the wonderful programs,
events, and friendships that are fostered within our shul. It is important to remember
the message from Pirkei Avot, perek aleph, pasuk tet vav, which says;
והוי מקביל את כל האדם בסבר פנים תיפו
receive every person with a cheerful face.
We never know the long lasting effects of a smile or a friendly greeting. So, next time
you see a new face, (or someone you already know), reach out to them. Who knows
what this interaction may bring!
I hope we can continue to create a warm, friendly, and welcoming atmosphere, while
maintaining the integrity and values of those who came before us.

Debbie Ciner
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Message from the Keter Shem Tov Award Recipient
Dear Family and Friends,
I started going to Mt. Sinai Jewish Center of Congregation Mt. Sinai Anshe Emeth &
Emes Wozedek of Washington Heights, Inc. and Conregation Beth Hillel & Beth Israel
(casually known as Mount Sinai) seven years ago because that's where "everyone" went.
I joined the shul shortly afterwards, because growing up, that's what I saw my parents
do - if you davened in a shul, you paid membership dues. Heck, my parents pay
membership dues at shuls they don't even go to. I soon realized something that I hadn't
noticed growing up - shuls need people to run things. In high school, I had worked
as a shabbos afternoon group leader, but I just had to supervise the activities - I didn't
get involved in the behind the scenes preparation to make the events happen. Since
getting involved at Mount Sinai, I have learned that events don't happen unless someone
plans them, cookies don't platter themselves, shul meals don't magically set themselves
up, and the board doesn't run itself.
I thank Rabbi Schwartz, Rabbi Schnaidman, Nike, Oren, Kayla, the gabbaim, my fellow
honorees, and all the other people both in front of and behind the scenes who plan and
execute the many shul events and make sure things run smoothly.

Membership that keeps the shul running smoothly
Outstanding leadership, taking care of every facet
Unbelievable programs daily, weekly, and monthly
Neighborly chessed events for those less fortunate
Thanks to the volunteers who do it so ably
Shabbat davening to inspire for the week ahead
Infinite daily minyanim to fit your schedule
Never-ending learning opportunities so you're well-read
Athletic activities mean your week won't be dull
It's all thanks to you that we're educated and well-fed
Sara Shatz
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Message from the Dinner Chair
It says in כז:ְׁשמֹות לה
. וְׁ ֵאת ַאבְׁ נֵי הַ ִמל ִֻּאים ל ֵָאפֹוד וְׁ ַלחֹּׁשֶׁ ן,ְש ִׂאם הֵ בִ יאּו ֵאת ַאבְׁ נֵי הַ שֹּׁהַ ם
ִׂ וְ הַ נ
“And the rulers brought the onyx stones, and the stones to be set, for the ephod and for
the breastplate.”
Rashi asks why the word “ ”וְׁ הַ נ ְִׁש ִאםis spelled chaser, without any י, and not maleh, the
way it’s normally spelled as “יאים
ִ  ”?וְׁ הַ נ ְִׁשRashi’s answer is that when Moshe asked
everyone to contribute to the building of the mishkan, the nesi’im took a step back and
said we’ll wait to see what everyone else brings, and then we’ll fill in what is left. They
didn’t step up and be the first to bring anything and that is why the word is spelled
chaser, with the ’יs missing. In the end, there was not much left for them to bring
because Bnei Yisrael all came together and brought everything that was needed for the
mishkan, to the point where Moshe had to command them to stop.
We are very fortunate to have a community with a similar mentality as Bnei Yisrael, that
when things need to get done, people step up and do them. Much in the same way that
Bnei Yisrael united and very excitedly brought everything that was necessary for the
building of the mishkan, we all came together to do everything necessary to make this
dinner possible. From stuffing the invitations, to arranging seating, to editing the
journal, to buying gifts, to decorating the room, to the monumental task of raising
money for the shul, and so much more, and to just doing what you do to make the shul
great and allowing us to honor you. Due to all of your talents and contributions, all of
those tasks, small and large, helped bring this night to fruition and make it the great
success that it was. For that, I thank you all.
Thank you so much to:
Aliza Bindiger, Yehuda Brum, Debbie Ciner, Anat Coleman, Talia & Isaac Dayan,
Chana Fuhrman, Talia & Matt Furleiter, Rena Garbow, Rena Gersten, Chaim
Gevaryahu, Michael Goon, Chani Hilewitz, Oren Hiller, Yehudis Isenberg, Pamela
Kaplan, Lauren Kirschenbaum, Aliza Konig, Leah Nagarpowers, Riva Preil, Nike Prroj,
Ari Reiser, Rivki Rosenblatt, Elana Rosengard, Kayla Ross, Sara Shatz, Rabbi Ezra
Schwartz, Doniel Stiefel, Jenny and Adam Teitcher, Chava Wernick, and Emily
Winograd.
With friendship, admiration, and appreciation,

Arona Berow
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In Honor of Rabbi Ezra Schwartz, Senior Rabbi
Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Stephanie Berger
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Leah & Eitan Bitter
Fay Blank
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Sarah Gordon
Shuli Taubes & Ari Gordon
Betty, Michael, and Julian
Hamburger
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker& David Kach
Pamela Kaplan
Talia Kaplan
Miryam & Jeff Kiderman

Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Hilda Kormnick
Avi Lasdun
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Yosef Rabinowitz
Yehuda Richman
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Luba & Zev Safran
Nafi Schwarzenberger
Orly Seidman
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Yonati Wagner
Rebecca Weiser
Laura & Morris Whitcup
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter
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In Honor of Rabbi Dr. Mordecai Schnaidman,
Rabbi Emeritus

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Fay Blank
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Betty, Michael, and Julian
Hamburger
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach
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Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Yehuda Richman
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter

In Honor of the Gabbaim

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Donny Finkel
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Sarah Gordon
Betty, Michael, and Julian
Hamburger
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Jeremy Heyman
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz

Jane Becker & David Kach
Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Hilda Kromnick
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Yonati Wagner
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter
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In Honor of the Officers

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Sarah Gordon
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Jeremy Heyman
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach
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Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Yonati Wagner
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter

In Honor of Oren Hiller, Executive Director
and Kayla Ross, Office Administrator

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Betty, Michael, and Julian
Hamburger
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach
Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn

Davida Kollmar
Hilda Kromnick
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Luba & Zev Safran
Nafi Schwarzenberger
Orly Seidman
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Yonati Wagner
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter
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In Honor of Nike Prroj, Head of Maintenance

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Stephanie Berger
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Reena Cohen
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessay
Betty Ehrenberg
Sara Reguer & Raphael
Fodde
Danny & Sol Frankel
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Yafit & Joe Goldfarb
Sarah Gordon
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Jeremy Heyman
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach
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Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Hilda Kromnick
Avi Lasdun
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Peter Merker
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Yosef Rabinowitz
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Nafi Schwarzenberger
Orly Seidman
Sara Shatz
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Jenny & Adam Teitcher
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter

In Honor of Yoetzet Halacha Dena Block

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Stephanie Berger
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Debbie Ciner
Reena Cohen
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach

Pamela Kaplan
Jeff & Miryam Kiderman
Jeremy Kohn
Davida Kollmar
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Sara Shatz
Raphael Shorser
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter
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In Honor of Rabbinic Intern Rabbi Joshua

Harold Adler
Miriam Gedweiser & Oren Bassik
Arona & Moshe Berow
Sara & Sam Bienenfeld
Freda Birnbaum
Debbie Ciner
Lottie Dessau
Betty Ehrenberg
Rena Garbow
Keren Golan
Carla Hanauer
Herbert Harwitt
Shanna Hersh
Chani and Ayelet Hilewitz
Jane Becker & David Kach
Pamela Kaplan
Jeremy Kohn
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Davida Kollmar
Ayelet Mael
Ely Pinto
Aliza & Avi Rabinovich
Shuli & Ari Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Tehilla & Henry Reiser
Sura & Mark Rozenberg
Nafi Schwarzenberger
Sara Shatz
Raphael Shorser
Karla & Walter Spier
Aliza Storchan
Daniel Teger
Rebecca Weiser
Shuli Berger & Jai Zion
Oran Zweiter

Children’s Dedication Page

Bonnie Dayan
Mitchell Dayan
Gilit and Shmuel Herman
Davidi Rieser
Sophia Rieser
Judy & Elan Rieser
Shuli & Ari Rieser
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To Debbie, Riva and Sara,

Thank you for your hard work and constant
dedication to our vibrant and growing
community. Most of your work is behind
the scenes, but we notice.

Talia, Isaac, Bonnie and Mitchell Dayan

DIAMOND PAGE
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Mazal Tov to all of the honorees.
Thank you for the countless hours you have put
in to building our community.
”כל מי שעוסקים בצרכי ציבור באמונה הקב"ה
“ישלם שכרם
“All who faithfully commit themselves to the
needs of the community will be rewarded by
HaKadosh Baruch Hu” because the debt is too
great for anyone else to pay.

With friendship and admiration,
Zev and Chava Lerner

PLATINUM PAGE
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Mazal Tov to
Talia and Isaac on this well deserved honor.
Your hard work and dedication to the shul and
community is an inspiration to us all.
And special mention to BonEve and Mitch!

Bubby Malka Licht
Gail Stechler
Danya and Aryeh Stechler
Kessia and Akiva Stechler
Devora and Yehoshua Dawidowicz
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PLATINUM PAGE

Thank you to:
The Dinner Committee
Arona Berow
Chana Fuhrman
Talia Furleiter
Rena Garbow
Michael Goon
Oren Hiller
Yehudis Isenberg
Lauren Kirschenbaum
Ari Rieser
Elana Rosengard
Kayla Ross
The Journal Committee
Yehuda Brum
Ari Rieser
Doniel Stiefel

Anonymous
PLATINUM PAGE
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To Isaac and Talia,
and the other honorees:
"Unless someone like you cares a whole awful
lot, nothing is going to get better. It's not."
~ The Lorax (Dr. Seuss)
Our community is indeed a whole lot better
because of you. Thank you for your tireless
dedication!

Jenny & Adam Teitcher
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The Hashkama Minyan is delighted to honor our
Host With The Most
YAACOV KANNER, Esq.
for his tireless efforts on behalf of
our weekly kiddush
Jessie & Batya Abelman
Josh Abramowitz
Rabbi Josh & Ophira Abramson
Alan Altman
Anonymous
Dov Aronowitz
Baruch ben Attar
Meir & Aliza Belsh
Ari & Miriam Berger
Aliza Bindiger
Josh & Suzanne Broyde
Yitzy Dachman
Isaac, Talia, Bonnie, and
Mitchell Dayan
Naomi Deneroff
Lottie Dessau
Adam Eggers
Velvel Fermaglich
Donny Finkel
Yehuda Gordon
Ilan Griboff
Sidney Gutman
Ariel Habshush
Julian Hamburger

Eric Heine
Shmuel Herman
Dr. Ayelet Hilewitz
Chani Hilewitz
Nosson Hirsh
David Kach
Doris Kanter
Izik & Sara Kohanim
Orlee Levin
Simi & Yaakov Maline
Naftali Polachek
Henry Rieser
Shuli, Ari, Davidi, and Sophia Rieser
Aaron Roller
Ariel Rosenzveig
Mark Rozenberg
Harry Schoenberg
Atara Seigel
Sara Shatz
Akiva Stechler
Daniel Teger
Mordy Weisel
Mike Wiesenberg
Chava Wernick

GOLD PAGE
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With a hearty Mazel Tov and best wishes to all
the honorees:
Isaac & Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
We are deeply grateful for your outstanding
leadership and for your indefatigable
service to our shul.
We are so fortunate to be inspired and
energized by you.
May you continue to go from
strength to strength.
Betty Ehrenberg
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Riva,
Mazal tov on this incredible honor. We are so
proud to call you our cousin!
(We were kind of proud before, but this really
bumps it up.)

Love,
Ilan, Ari, Yonah, Doni, Zev and Orly
Berenson
GOLD PAGE
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In honor of the honorees
Keep up the good work
_____________________
May the memories of the past
Jennie and Abraham Spier
Selma and Max Spier
Be an Inspiration for the Future
Arnie and Randi
Jeremy, Shira, Jonah and Ava
Brett
Joel and Debbie
JZ and Tamar
Jessica and Aryeh
Talia
Walter and Karla Spier
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Isaac and Talia,
We are so proud of you.

Bubby and Zadie Saltzman

GOLD PAGE
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CONGRATULATIONS

Dr. Sara Reguer and Raphael Fodde
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Congratulations to all the very deserving
honorees.
With enormous gratitude and appreciation to
the entire Mt. Sinai leadership and community
for a wonderful six and three years, respectively,
in your midst. May we continue to see growth
and success in all our endeavors.

Ari & Miriam Berger
(don't forget me.... "I would like to thank the
Rabbi, the officers, the Board, my agent, my
stylist, Huggies, Johnson baby soap, and the
entire Kehilla for 3 wonderful months here at
Mt Sinai...." --Etai Berger)
GOLD PAGE
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In Honor of
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
&
Sara Shatz
Thank you for all your hard work and dedication
making Mt. Sinai the amazing place it is.

Yehuda, Ariela, Avital and Noam Brum
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The members of the Kiddush Club
like to enjoy certain delicacies on Shabbos
morning and we are thankful to be able to
partake of these offerings at MSJC.
We raise our whiskey-filled shot glasses to toast
this year's honorees and we hope you are not
offended by our herring-tainted breath.
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Wishing our deepest thanks and Hatzlacha to
ISAAC and TALIA DAYAN
We are huge fans. Your family brightens our community, and spending
five minutes with Isaac is enough to convince anyone that anything is
possible. The Dayans’ faith in what Mt. Sinai can become and their pride
in what we have achieved continue to move us to greater heights. Thank
you for sharing your welcoming home with so many guests and for sharing
wisdom with your friends.
SARA SHATZ
Has had a hand in making many things that you love about Mt. Sinai work
silently and well - even things you may not put much thought to. Our
siddurim, machzorim and chumashim are ready for you because of her.
Our cookies, cakes and snacks on Shabbos Mevarchim are plated by her
and her team. And our shul dishes are cleaned by her many a Motzei
Shabbos. But most importantly, over her seven years in the Heights her
home(s) have welcomed many Shabbos guests for a meal or a visit. She
makes so many of us feel at home here in the community we share.
Thank You!
DEBBIE CINER
Has moved the chesed committee to a humbling effectiveness. Sure we
have had bake sales, and we organize home visits. But there are stories of
overnight hospital vigils, special efforts to accompany seniors to and from
shul, and other incredible kindnesses provided with zero public
acknowledgement. She and the chesed committee deserve our support and
much more than thanks.
RIVA PREIL
Has created programs in the Heights that bring people together, and she
herself greets one and all with an ever-present warm smile. She makes
both long-time residents and new faces feel like they belong here. She is a
devoted team member, a strong program partner, and a generous
neighbor (wuhoo 182!) Thank you.
We are so lucky to have you all as friends and as part of our community.

Talia, Matthew, Yehuda and Ezra Furleiter
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In Honor of Our Beloved Daughter
Debbie Ciner
inspiring all who know her with acts of
kindness, chessed, and devotion to her
community and Klal Yisrael.
Mazal Tov to each of the honorees
on this joyous occasion!

Elise & Marty Ciner
GOLD PAGE
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Dear Isaac & Talia, Riva,
Debbie, and Sara:
THANK YOU for your tireless efforts
on behalf of our shul.
You’ve left a truly indelible imprint
on our community.
May you continue to serve as role models for us
all, and may you go m’chayil el chayil!

With much admiration,
Leah & Daniel Falik
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Isaac & Talia
Riva
Debbie
Sara
For all of the things you’ve done and all
that you continue to do.
Thanks for everything!

Tonya & Benjamin Pick
GOLD PAGE
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To the honorees:
You represent the best of us. Each in your own
ways, you embody the characteristics that make
this community great. From the public to the
private, without your intensive work and
support, our community would not be what it is
today. Thank You.
To the community:
Thank you for your support found within this
journal.Your generosity is overwhelming and
the fuel upon which this shul runs.
Thank You.
Mazel Tov to the honorees and the entire
community

Doniel Stiefel
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Mazal Tov to Our Daughter, Sister, and Aunt
Sara Shatz
On her crowning achievement.
We’ve been so proud knowing all the work you
were doing for your shul and are now shepping
nachas from the recognition you are receiving
for it.

Love,
Mom and Dad
(aka Miriam and Howard Shatz)
Sima and Elliot
Jacob, Noah, and Lea Steinmetz
Tova and Benjamin Griffel
GOLD PAGE
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To my fellow honorees:

Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner

Thank you so much for everything you do for
the shul! I am amazed and inspired by the work
you do to make this community
welcoming to everyone.

Sara Shatz
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In honor of my friends and fellow honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Sara Shatz
Mazel Tov on this well-deserved honor!
May you continue to go from strength to
strength in your dedication to our shul.

Debbie Ciner
GOLD PAGE
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Mazal Tov
Debbie
on your amazing accomplishments!

Lots of Love,
EP & LS
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Mabrouk to all the honorees
Riva, Debbie, Sara
And a special shout out to
Isaac and Talia - the parents
of our grandchildren.

Mitch and Elizabeth Dayan
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In honor of
Isaac and Talia Dayan
We Salute all your Good Deeds.

(Uncle) Isaac Sasson
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Best wishes to the Mount Sinai community
and
Mazel Tov to the deserving honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
and
Riva Preil
Thank you for everything you do for the shul.

Oshra & David Mogilensky
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In Tribute to
Talia and Isaac Dayan
For your loyalty and devotion to
Mt. Sinai Jewish Center
Best wishes for continued good health
and nachas from your family.

Tehilla and Henry Rieser
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In honor of
Sara Shatz
Keter Shem Tov Awardee

With Best Wishes,
Tehilla and Henry Rieser
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In honor of
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Mazal Tov on this well deserved honor.
You are an inspiration to us all.

The Shorser and Block Families

SILVER PAGE
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I thank my family, including those no longer
with us, for all their love, inspiration,
and support.

Sara Shatz
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Talia and Isaac
Your warmth and generosity have touched us deeply.Your
endless dedication to this community is a model which we
aspire to uphold. Mount Sinai would not
be what it is today without your efforts.
Riva
Your energy is boundless, your exuberance limitless. Every
event you plan is enhanced by your genuine care for others.
Mount Sinai is fortunate to have someone
as committed and zealous as you.
Debbie
Your passion and dedication to others are inspiring.You have
touched the lives of many in our community. We have been
blessed to have someone as attentive
and compassionate as you.
Sara
Your humility is inspiring.Your ability to see a need and fill it
without pretense, without fanfare, is exemplary.YOU truly
prevent Parve Kiddush (and bookshelf confusion)!
Mount Sinai has benefited from your endless giving, your
selfless commitment, and your single-minded devotion to
the community. Thank you for everything you do.
Mazal Tov on this well deserved recognition.
Arona & Moshe Berow
BRONZE PAGE
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Heartiest Mazal Tov to
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Sara Shatz
Riva Preil
and
Debbie Ciner
for well deserved honors.

Lottie Dessau
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To the Honorees:

Mazal Tov on your well deserved recognition for
your exceptional commitment and dedication.

In appreciation,
Rabbi Dr. Mordecai Schnaidman
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The Chevra Kadisha
Honors the memory of the departed members
of Mount Sinai Jewish Center

Sivan 5774 to Sivan 5775
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Congratulations to the honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
Chevra Kadisha
Mount Sinai Jewish Center

BRONZE PAGE
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Thank you for all your hard work!
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz
Rabbi Mordecai Schnaidman
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
Mazel Tov!

Rachel & David Fryman
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In appreciation and admiration of this year's
outstanding honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
Thank you for making MSJC the
wonderful place it is!

Shuli, Ari, Davidi, and Sophia Rieser
BRONZE PAGE
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This page intentionally left blank in
honor of the Dayans.
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כל מי שעוסקים בצרכי צבור באמונה הקב״ה
ישלם שכרם
MAZAL TOV TO
TALIA AND ISAAC DAYAN
and RIVA PREIL
ON THEIR WELL DESERVED HONORS
FOR ALL THEIR HARD WORK
AND DEDICATION TO THE
MOUNT SINAI COMMUNITY
AND MANY THANKS TO MOUNT SINAI’S
DEVOTED STAFF AND MEMBERS

REINA MARGALIT POTAZNIK
BRONZE PAGE
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In Tribute to
DEBBIE CINER
Recipient of the Yehuda Hilewitz Memorial
Award
Your service to the Mt. Sinai Community
is greatly appreciated.

Tehilla and Henry Rieser
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With Admiration and Respect
to
Riva Preil
Recipient of the
Herbert Harwitt Community Builder Award
Congratulations!

Tehilla and Henry Rieser
BRONZE PAGE
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In Honor of
Rabbi Ezra and Dr. Rivka Schwartz
For the commitment and warmth you bring
to our shul.

Tehilla and Henry Rieser
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In Grateful Appreciation
To the dedicated staff
of
Mt. Sinai Jewish Center
Oren Hiller
Kayla Ross
Nike Prroj
Thank you for all you do!

Tehilla and Henry Rieser
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In honor of
RABBI JOSHUA ABRAMSON
I truly appreciate and enjoy your
learning with me.

Henry
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In memory of our
Parents, Grandparents, and Great Grandparents
SIDNEY AND RUTH RIESER
YEHUDA AND MENUCHA PALTIEL
We miss you.

The Rieser Family

BRONZE PAGE
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In honor of our
GRANDCHILDREN
Avital and Neima Herman
Meishar, Atir, Gilad and Itiel Rieser
Davidi and Sophia Rieser

Sabush and Savta
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A huge Mazal Tov and Congratulations to
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
on the incredible honors you are all receiving.
Each and every one one of you does so much for
Mount Sinai and the Washington Heights
community, and we are very fortunate to have
you as part of the Shul.
May you continue doing such amazing work,
both within the community and as part of the
larger Jewish world, and may you have hatzlacha
in everything you do.
Aharon Plumer
BRONZE PAGE
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Mazel Tov to all our Honorees! Your hard work on behalf of our
community is inspirational.
Isaac and Talia - President and First Lady is a thankless job. You are
both thoughtful, warm and hard working people. Whether it is shul
emails or your weekly chavruta; Isaac you hold yourself to such a high
standard and deliver such quality work that it inspires others to do
the same. Talia, there were numerous times when talking about shul
business I would ask Isaac if he discussed it with you. You are logical
and sensitive. I knew that your input would bring clarity to any
situation.
Riva - You are enthusiastic, ambitious and reliable. Your smile draws
people in and makes them want to work with you. Hearing you speak
with passion and happiness about an upcoming event at MSJC or with
that same passion and happiness details about your new practice
inspires me to be positive and proactive in my own life.
Debbie - Compassionate, independent, and impressive are the
words that come to mind when I think about you. You see the needs
in the community and reach out to help people on both an individual
level and communal level. You create an environment and a forum
for others to easily join you in helping others in a fun and exciting
way.
Sara Shatz - From Cooper to Sinai your can do attitude is the grease
needed to make any organization run. We worked together in college
and then again in MSJC. You are proactive, resourceful, easy going
and level headed. Every week you are at hashkama, cleaning up the
siddurim after davening and setting up for the tri-weekly shabbat
mevarchim kiddush.

Chana Fuhrman
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In loving memory of
Dr. Yaakov Birnbaum (1926-2014)
founder of the Soviet Jewry movement
valiant activist
loving family man
devoted friend
“In a place where there are no men, strive
to be a man”
(Avos 2:6)
with deep appreciation to the
Mt. Sinai community
for all the good things you have done
and continue to do.

Freda Bluestone Birnbaum
BRONZE PAGE
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In appreciation of our honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
and your steadfast dedication and hard work for the
community
You are the best!
May we continue to do mitzvos together!
(I am so sorry to have to miss the speeches by you
and in honor of you!
I go to dinners to hear the speeches!)
Freda Bluestone Birnbaum

____________________
In honor of Jai and Shuli Berger Zion
with deep appreciation and respect for all you both do
for the community and for individuals,
never looking for kovod but just because it is right!
Freda Bluestone Birnbaum
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In honor of Sam Rosenthal
In gratitude for all the loving
memories and lessons learned.

Steve and Yoni
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To the amazing, talented, committed and
most-deserving honorees:
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
Thank you for all of your amazing work on
behalf of our shul.
May you continue to serve as role models
to us all.
With much appreciation,
Ayelet Mael
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In honor of my children may they continue
contributing to the community and the
community continue contributing to them.
May you go from strength to strength

Harold and Shoshana Stiefel
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With Thanks To Everyone
Who Makes Sure Our Shul Always Stays Cool:
Matthew Furleiter
Mark Rozenberg
Oren Hiller
Nike Prroj
And Everyone Else Who Puts In All The Time
And Effort To Keep Us All Comfortable.

Perry Fox
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Mazal tov Isaac and Talia Dayan!
Your hard work, dedication, and commitment to
your family, friends, and the community at large
are an inspiration to us all. May you continue to
contribute to your communities for many years
to come, enhancing them in your unique ways
and bringing others closer to Jewish communal
experience-- and perhaps with fewer night
meetings.
Thank you for everything that you do!
Robert & Sara Aeder
Jeff & Miryam Kiderman
Shy & Sivan Krug
Hart & Yael Levine
David & Yael Rubinstein
Yonatan & Chana Shefa
Josh & Rachel Teitcher
BRONZE PAGE
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העוסקים בצרכי צבור באמונה
Warmest Congratulations
to the Honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
and in honor of
Rabbi Ezra and Dr. Rivka Schwartz
Rabbi Mordecai Schnaidman

Yaacov Kanner
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In honor of
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz
and the visionary leadership of Mt. Sinai.
We will never be able to truly express
our gratitude.

Zehava (Krinsky), Dani, Nili,
and Ruby Ungar
BRONZE PAGE
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On behalf of 182 Bennett
We would like to congratulate the honorees
ISAAC & TALIA DAYAN
DEBBIE CINER
SARA SHATZ
And especially our friend and neighbor (WUHOO 182!)
RIVA PREIL
Mount Sinai stands strong because of your
efforts and dedication.
You are a tremendous inspiration to our
entire community.
Thank you,
Yehuda, Ariela, Avital & Noam Brum
Jeremy, Cheryl, Adiella & Kira Ginsburg
Katie Liebling
Atara Sheinson
Nafi Schwarzenberger
David Redlich
Yehuda Richman
Sarah Steinberg
Rivki Rosenblatt
Talia, Matthew, Yehuda & Ezra Furleiter
Zachary Firestone
Riva Preil- In honor of the other honorees.
Not herself :)
Julie Wasserman
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Congratulations to all the honorees from
the
Mt. Sinai Daf Yomi Chaburah!

BRONZE PAGE
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Mazal Tov to
Talia & Isaac Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sarah Shatz
Thank you for leading us; keeping us fed, active,
engaged and involved; and enabling
us to make a difference.
Your selfless dedication sustains and inspires us.

Sura & Mark Rozenberg
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This presidential term has been the most thrilling,
creative, challenging, humbling,
and rewarding experience of my life.
I am profoundly fortunate to have had the
opportunity to work with Rabbi Schwartz,
as well as Rabbi Schnaidman,
Rabbi Abramson and
Yoetzet Halacha Dena Block
I am sincerely grateful to our
Executive Director, Oren Hiller,
and the shul staff, Kayla Ross,
Atara Chouake and Nike Prroj,
for keeping things running and taking care of us.
I am forever inspired by our Board of Trustees,
including the most amazing officers any shul can ever
have: Rachel Waldman, Matthew Furleiter,
Keren Golan and Aharon Plumer.
And especially, thank you, members, for granting me
the privilege to serve you over
the course of the past year.
Mark Rozenberg
BRONZE PAGE
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Mazel Tov
Isaac and Talia
You've both sacrificed so much in an effort to do
ever more for Mt. Sinai and we are delighted to
see your hard work recognized.

Your Friends in New Milford
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A tremendous Yasher Koach on all that you have done for the shul and this
community. Mazel Tov on your well-deserved honors!
Isaac and Talia
A thank you is not nearly sufficient for the amount of time and energy you have
both given to this shul- so humbly, so consistently, so selflessly. You have
stepped into leadership roles when it's most needed, quietly, enthusiastically,
and competently. From the construction project (which is a huge undertaking),
to the Chanukat Habayit, to every other program, decision, and initiative, you
continue to play a pivotal role in making this shul thrive.
Riva
You have created amazing programs in this shul and in our community at large.
You saw the potential for what this community could be and what programs it
could offer, and you dedicated yourself to helping us get there. Thank you for
being an incredible community organizer and creating ways for more people to
get involved. Your dedication, energy, warmth, and spirit have made the shul
and our programs as incredible as they are.
Debbie
You have created a community of giving, and have made sure that everyone is
included and cared for and that no one is overlooked. In addition to running the
Chessed committee and all of the programming, you are always ready to leap
into action, in any way that is needed. With unceasing warmth, kindness, and
generous hospitality, you have given to so many others and have inspired all of us
to do so as well. Like Rabbi Hilewitz, you do so much, so quietly, with such
humility.
Sara
You have done so much, so thoughtfully, so fully. You have gone above and
beyond for this shul, in ways both big and small. With little fanfare, you
continue to do work that few others would volunteer to do. Always behind the
scenes and in the most humble way, you have been a constant presence, serving
in various roles. Your striking dedication to this community continues to inspire
us.
With appreciation and gratitude,
Rachel Waldman
BRONZE PAGE
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DANG, YALL!
THIS SHUL + OUR COLLECTIVE
ACCOMPLISHMENTS + 65 EVENTS + THE
HONOREES + THE BOARD + WAHI IN
GENERAL
=
SO BALLIN', IT HURTS
way to go, guys. way to go.
sheppin' pride from the upper west side,

-Weiser
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In Honor of Exceptionally Deserving Recipients:
Talia and Isaac Dayan- Guests of Honor:
א:מסכת אבות פרק ד
 המכבד את הבריות-- איזהו מכובד
Thank you for teaching me how to respect others
under all circumstances.
Debbie Ciner- Rabbi Yehuda Hilewitz a”h
Memorial Award:

יא:דברים פרק כו

לך יהוה אלהיך-ושמחת בכל הטוב אשר נתן
Thank you for teaching me how to greet everyone
besimcha and perform Chessed with an overflowing
heart.
Sara Shatz- Keter Shem Tov Award
ו:מסכת אבות פרק ב
 השתדל להיות איש,ובמקום שאין אנשים
Thank you for teaching me how to step up to the
"plate"- literally and figuratively.
It is truly an honor to be an honoree along with all of
you.
Thank you for your friendship and support.
Sincerely,
Riva Preil
FULL PAGE
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In gratitude to
RABBI EZRA SCHWARTZ
for his wonderful shiurim
and to
RIVA PREIL
for all she does for the community.

DANNY & SALLY FRANKEL
FULL PAGE
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In honor of
Deborah Rachel Ciner
an incredible friend and an inspiring person.
Mazal Tov on this well-deserved honor!
May you go from strength to strength!

With love from,
Rachel Jonas & Elliott Davis
& The Jonas Family
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This ad is dedicated to
Isaac & Talia Dayan
in recognition of their community service to the
MSJC that is full of devotion and dedication.
Their thoughts and beautiful actions reflect a
true sincere love for the Jewish people.
They serve as exemplary role models for
all of us to follow.

Igor Balsim
FULL PAGE
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In Honor of Mount Sinai Jewish Center
and its distinguished
Guests of Honor
Isaac and Talia Dayan
whose dedication and devotion is known to all.
May Hashem bless them with many years of
continued success, health, and happiness.

Gila, Norman, Devora, Yehoshua, Esther,
and Yitzchok Dawidowicz
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MAZAL TOV TO THE INSPIRING
HONOREES!
The JCC-WHI wishes you bracha v’hatzlacha in
all your future endeavors. We look forward to
continuing our work together
on behalf of the community.
We extend a special tribute to Debbie Ciner
on this well-deserved award.
Jewish Community Council of
Washington Heights-Inwood
Free & confidential social services ~ job listing
~ apartment referrals ~ meaningful volunteer
opportunities to benefit our neighborhood.
Debbie Hes –Executive Director
www.jccwhi.org
info@jccwhi.com
FULL PAGE
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In honor of
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Mazal tov to our favorite oldest siblings on being
the guests of honor at the Mount Sinai Jewish
Center Annual Dinner. There couldn't be a more
deserving family. We are so proud of you.

Love,
Max, Mariya, and Bonnie
Sam and Jayme
Ariel and Yaakov
Stanley and Sara
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In Memory of
My Parents
Gabriel S. Harwitt
and
Erna Harwitt
____________________
In Memory of
Rabbi Dr. Felix Singermann
His Wife
and
Six Children
who perished in Riga
al Kiddush Ha'Shem
Herbert Harwitt
FULL PAGE
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Mazal Tov and Best Wishes to
All the Honorees
____________________

In honor of
Jacob Kanner, ESQ.
"The Righteous Promise Little and Perform
Much"
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In Memory of
Edna Platzer
"It was the best of times"
____________________
In Memory of
Relatives, close and distant
Dr. Max Singermann
Rabbi Dr. Jakob J. Petuchowski
Lord Immanuel Jakobovits
Herbert Harwitt
FULL PAGE
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Honoring:
Isaac & Talia Dayan
Sara Shatz
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner

With Best Wishes
Mrs. Laura Berkowitz
Mrs. Nelly Meirowitz
Mr. & Mrs. Hank Greenberg
Dr. Mark Greenberg and
Mrs. Nechama Zilberstein
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In honor of Rabbi Schwartz, Rabbi Schnaidman
and all the honorees
In honor of our grandson, Alex's,
college graduation
In memory of
Ida Glikman and Joe Klein z"l

Sally and Sol Apfelbaum

FULL PAGE
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Mazal Tov to all the honorees:

Isaac & Talia
Riva
Debbie
Sara
Thank you for everything you do that continues to make Mount Sinai
a special and important place in the Jewish world.
Also, a special shout-out from Eitan to his best friend Bonnie on her
parents being honored. Specifically, he would like her to know:
“We had good times through thick and thin,
As Ondy can attest,
And even though I’ve moved away,
You’re still up there with the best.
I hope we can be reunited soon,
Somewhere with great weather,
If only our parents could get their heads on straight,
And find us a community to live in together!”

Josh, Rebecca, Eitan, & Alex Gottlieb
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To our dear Riva,
וכל מי שעוסקים בצרכי צבור באמונה הקדוש
ברוך הוא ישלם שכרם
Your kehila, your friends, and your family are
blessed to be the recipients of your simchas
hachayim, talents, sensitivity,
and concern for others.
May your love for Torah and chesed permeate all
your efforts as you continue to warmly reach
out and inspire your friends in the Mount Sinai
community and your family.
תלכי מחיל אל חיל
With admiration and love,
Ima and Abba
Dovid, Hava, Aliza, Shaya, Shira, Ari,
Tzippy, & your adoring nieces
and nephews
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Moshe:
In honor of your tireless effort and hard work:
We couldn’t do it without you!!

FULL PAGE
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The attendees of the Shabbat afternoon gemara
shiur wish to express our appreciation to
Rabbi Schwartz
whose encyclopedic knowledge, combined with
his unbridled enthusiasm, makes every shiur a
joy to attend.
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והצנע לכת עם אלוקים

In Loving Memory of Our Dear
Husband, Abba and Saba
הרב יהודה בן הרב אלתר הלוי ז"ל

Chani Hilewitz
Chaim and Mindy Hilewitz
Miri, Eliyahu, Tzvi, Yehuda,
and Menachem
Yedidya Hilewitz and Mindy Levine
Eli, Judah, and Dahlia
Ayelet Hilewitz
FULL PAGE
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Mazel tov to
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Bonnie and Mitch
Sara Shatz
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
On your respective well-deserved awards.
May we continue to be the beneficiaries of your
commitment, enthusiasm and efforts on behalf
of our shul and community.
Chani Hilewitz
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With gratitude to
Rabbi Schwartz
for his dedication to the Mt. Sinai community,
and in recognition of this year's honorees.

Anonymous

FULL PAGE
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Dear Debbie,
Congratulations on this wonderful and welldeserved honor.Your acts of kindness,
involvement, and commitment to the
Washington Heights community are an example
and an inspiration for us. We know how
fortunate we are to have you as our sister.Your
positivity spreads and enriches those around
you, and at your core, you are a 'giver,' always
thinking of others, and more importantly, always
doing for others. We love you and wish you
many more years of a life filled with meaning,
self-fulfillment, and gemilut chessed.
Mazal Tov.
Love,
Aaron, Nilly, Miriam, Josh, and Adi
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Best wishes to Rabbi Ezra Schwartz and the
entire Mt. Sinai Jewish Center community.

Board of Trustees of K’hal Adath
Jeshurun

FULL PAGE
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Who should I thank in my journal ad?

I love the
events!

Meeting
new
people!

Isaac &
Talia
Dayan

I’m just happy that
everything in the
shul works so
seamlessly.
Helping
others!

Riva
Preil

I’m just
here for
the
cookies…

Debbie
Ciner

There’s a (former)
board trustee for
that

Sara
Shatz

Thank you to the honorees, committees, and volunteers for all
of your tireless effort on behalf of the shul.

Orly Seidman
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Thank you so much for all that you do for
the shul and our community.

May you continue to go from
strength to strength!

With much gratitude,
Penina Stiefel

FULL PAGE
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Sandals, no coat – she’s always warm
Arranging siddurim is her norm
Rodeos, campsites
And games in the Heights
Serving peanut noodles in the dorm
Her own shade of blue all her stuff is made in
Aiding our learning to avoid shadim
Tomfoolery and a
Zany band
!SaraShatz you keep the sane in¡
morris
From your friends,
Reena Cohen, Molly and David Fried,
Talia and Matthew Furleiter,
Jeremy Heyman, Chana Moss,
Tamar Pacht, Talia Roth, and Sarah Willig
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Mazal Tov to all of the honorees!
A special yasher koach to the Guests of Honor,
Isaac and Talia Dayan, for having embraced the
mantle of leadership at Mt. Sinai and serving the
community with distinction.

Jeremy, Aviva, Ateret, Menachem,
Revital, and Eliav Stern

FULL PAGE
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Ms. Riva Preil,
Finally, the time has arrived where everyone can
give you a little of the appreciation you deserve.
Your Washington Heights friends and
community—so many people—count on you
for all of the big and little things you do, though
they still underestimate how
much you contribute.
It is all that doing, loving, and giving that has
made the special woman that you are, a woman
worth celebrating today and every day.
Thank you for inspiring me and making
this community special.
Anonymous
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One Stop Kosher
Wishes a Mazel Tov to all the Guests of Honor
on this well deserved tribute.
A Special Thank-You to
Mark Rozenberg for his help and guidance.
We would also like to wish the Rabbi continued
success with his מלאכת הקודש
Looking forward to getting to know
the community
Mayer and P’nina Weber

2557 Amsterdam Ave.
New York, NY 10055
212- LOT STOP (568-7867)
Onestopkosher1@gmail.com
FULL PAGE
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Isaac & Talia,
Mazal Tov on the well-deserved honor!

All my best wishes,
Sharon Volotzky
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Mazel Tov to
Debbie Ciner
and all the honorees on your very well
deserved honors!
Debbie, you are a paradigm of Chessed and
devotion to Klal Yisrael and a role model
for your friends and roommates.
We are so lucky to have you as a friend.
We wish you mazel and bracha to continue
your amazing work for Am Yisrael!
Love,
Julie Bernstein
Aliza Bindiger
Rena Gersten
Jenna Girnun
Ronit Gold
Chani Plumer
Rachel Wolf
FULL PAGE
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In Memory of
Dulcie Zirkind Z"L
We who made up your community of friends
and colleagues will miss your wit and wisdom.
You were a unique person who truly followed
your own path.You changed our lives for the
better in more ways than we can ever express.
Bernice Katz
Sue Rae Rosenefeld
Carla Hanauer
Jane Becker and David Kach
Tamsin Wolf
Freda Birnbaum
Shira Wolf
Margo Fein
Shira Johnson
Amy Fass
Chaya and Irv Cohen
Tehilla and Henry Reiser
Betty Ehrenberg
Ruti Noy
Marilyn Englander
Shuli Berger and Jai Zion
Tobie Brandriss
Adina Gerver
Ilse Gruenspecht
Tamarah Balazs
Dr. Morris and Laura Whitcup
Frank Balazs
Marjorie Munsterberg
Shelley Bulman
Rabbi Ellis and Leah Bloch
Yosef Rabinowitz
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In honor of
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz
in gratitude for his leadership and warmth

Allan Altman
Zach Cohen
Sam Greenberg
Leana Jelen
Miryam Kabakov & Mara Benjamin
Menachem Klein
Aaron Kogut
Gedalia Penner
Josh Zimmerman
Anonymous (2)
FULL PAGE
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Mazal Tov
Debbie
And all of the other Honorees
Thank you for all of hard work

Carolyn and Yossi Mandelbaum
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כל מי שעוסקים בצרכי צבור באמונה הקב״ה
ישלם שכרם

MAZAL TOV TO
TALIA AND ISAAC DAYAN
ON A WELL DESERVED HONOR FOR ALL
THEIR HARD WORK AND DEDICATION
TO THE MOUNT SINAI COMMUNITY

MARC FEIN
SHOSHANAH SWARTZ
SHIRA KONSKI AND SCOTT MOERDLER
LEORA (GOODMAN) AND NOAM JOEL
TALIA KAPLAN
TALYA KAGEDAN
REINA MARGALIT POTAZNIK
FULL PAGE
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Congratulations
Sara Shatz
on becoming the Keter Shem Tov honoree of the
year perhaps even more prestigious
than Roommate of the Month!
Sara, we are so proud of you for making this shul
a place where everybody knows your name.
An ode to Sara:
She is a true blue member of the shul
and heads the Kiddush Committee too.
We tip our hats
to Sara Shatz
who stacks siddurim, and so should you!
Love,
4ork Enterprise
Aliza, Chava, BB, Yael, Elana, Julie,
Naomi, Sam, and Michael
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Thank you to all of tonight’s honorees
for dedicating your time and energy
to help make Mt. Sinai
a special place for everyone.

Elan & Judy Rieser
*** We love you,
Sabush & Savta! Meishar, Atir, Gilad,
and Itiel
FULL PAGE
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Mazal Tov
Isaac and Talia
We are sorry that we can not be with you to
celebrate this special day.

Jennifer and Alan Brazil
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Mazal Tov to
Debbie Ciner
and all of the Honorees
on their well deserved awards.

Rabbi Alan Ciner
Noah and Amy Weisberger
Rabbi Eli and Yonina Ciner
FULL PAGE
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Thank You to some of our Most Dedicated
Leaders for only some of the
Amazing Things You do
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Masters of level-headed leadership
Riva Preil
Expert Event Organizer
Sara Shatz
Master Kiddush Coordinator
Debbie Ciner
Coordinator of Countless Acts of Chesed
It is a Great Privilege to be a Part of a Shul
that has such Selfless Lay Leaders
Rabbi Ezra and Dr. Rivka Schwartz
and family
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Go team!

In honor of
Riva Preil and Debbie Ciner
With much respect and admiration for your
tireless dedication in continuing to build the
MSJC/Washington Heights Community.
Daena and Joe Greene
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When he was a student at Ida Crown Jewish
Academy and captain of its wrestling team, Isaac
Dayan exemplified the values of frumkeit,
scholarship, and athleticism. He did so more
than any other wrestler before or since. Clearly,
as he has become an adult, Isaac has continued to
be a stellar example of leadership in the Jewish
community.
Mazel Tov!
Doug and Deborah Klein

Wishing Isaac and Talia the best of health,
prosperity, and wisdom.
Love, Uncle Larry and Aunt Sharon
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In memory of
Solomon and Bertha Manheimer
and
Howard and Jean Stone

Lewis and Marion Manheimer
In honor of our amazing niece,
Sara
who inspires those around her as she brings
enthusiasm, talent, warmth, and vitality to
everything that she does.
With much love,
Uncle Henry and Aunt Golda Reena,
Uncle David and Aunt Chani and Family
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Talia and Isaac,
Mazal tov on this well-deserved honor!
Daniel, Judith, and Charlie Sabba

Congratulations and mazal tov to
Isaac and Talia Dayan
as guests of honor.
Beverly and Phil Goldstick
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In honor of
Rabbi Ezra Schwartz
and his immeasurable contributions
to MSJC.
Kol Hakavod!
Dr. Morris & Laura Whitcup

Mazal tov to all the honorees on their awards.
Lechayim Caterers
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Dear Talia and Isaac,
I am so very proud of both of you.
May Hashem bless you and
your family with every happiness.
Love,
Bubby Helen

Ut'nu Kavod La'Torah
Give Honor to the Torah
Debbie Ciner fulfills this mitzvah by her
selfless dedication to Klal Yisrael in the many
activities she pursues. In particular her service
as my "partner in Torah" is helping me
appreciate the wisdom and eternity of Torah.
May you go from strength to strength.
Mazal tov,
Dorothy Silverberg
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Mazal Tov Talia and Isaac
and all the honorees

David and Joyce Friedman

Mazel tov to Isaac and Talia Dayan on this
well deserved honor.
Mazel tov to all the honorees.

Ariel, Annie, Abie and Tehila Kleinman
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To a good friend,
To a great neighbor,
To an incredible inspiration,
To the man who taught me how to invest,
lead, and live,
Mazel tov to all four of you.
Thank you for making my life
that much brighter,
Michael Goon

Mazel Tov to
Riva Preil, Debbie Ciner
and all of the honorees

Yehuda Richman
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Isaac and Talia
Mazal Tov on this well-deserved honor!

Oren and Miriam

Mazal Tov to
Sara Shatz
Congratulations on receiving this year's
Keter Shem Tov Award.
We are so proud of you!
Aunt Sharon, Uncle Hershey, Michal,
Ariella, Chani, Racheli and Dina
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Mazal tov to all the honorees!
Thank you for all the hard work and dedication
you've put into making Mt. Sinai
a wonderful shul.
May you continue to be a source of nachat to the
entire community!
Ariel Habshush

Mazel Tov to all the honorees and thank
you for all your hard work
on behalf of the shul!

Elisheva Weinstein
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In honor of
Ari Rieser
MSPT, MSTOM, LAc.
and his commitment to the community
and MSJC. Kol Hakavod!
Dr. Morris & Laura Whitcup

Mazal Tov to
Isaac & Talia, Riva, Debbie, and Sara
on this well-deserved honor. Thank you for
everything that you do to make our shul
such a special place.Your dedication to this
community is truly appreciated.
Wishing you all the best,
Pamela Kaplan
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In honor of
Isaac and Talia Dayan
for their remarkable leadership and
Riva Preil
for her creativity and enthusiasm in
heading the events committee!
Aliza and Yitzi Greenbaum

To Rabbi Ezra and Dr. Rivka Schwartz,
Isaac and Talia Dayan,
and All the Other Honorees,
in Friendship and Appreciation
The Bridge Shul
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In honor of the hard-working men and women of the
Board of Trustees:
Your tireless commitment to furthering our shul is inspirational and
uplifting. I look forward to an another amazing year of growth and
progress.
In honor of the Gabbaim of Mount Sinai:
No one knows how much you do behind the scenes to make our shul
a proper מקום תפילה.Without you, we could not be a .בית כנסת
 הקדוש ברוך הוא ישלם,כל מי שעוסקים בצרכי ציבור באמונה
שכרם
Arona & Moshe Berow

Mazal tov
Isaac and Talia
For this honor and ongoing community service.

Craig and Robbie Kanter
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Mazal tov to all of the honorees!
Rena, Jonathan, Michal, Yehuda,
and Tova Bodner

A hearty Mazel Tov to:
Isaac & Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Debbie Ciner
Sara Shatz
Thank you for all the hard work you do to make this
shul and community such a warm and welcoming
place! Your service to this community is inspiring
and deeply appreciated.
Evan & Leora Hertan
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Best wishes from
182 Bennett Ave Co., LLC
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A befitting tribute to
an incredibly capable
and kindhearted
individual.

Mazel Tov to Debbie
Ciner and all the
honorees on this well
deserved award!

Kol Hakavod to our
cousin Sara!

Your dedication to the
Mt Sinai community
and the larger Jewish
world is inspirational!

Chayale & Alan,
Miriam & Ezra,
Cheryl & Sruli,
Suri & David
Mazel Tov to
Isaac and Talia
on this well deserved
honor!
We hope to share in
many more Simchas
(and shabboses :)
together.
Love,
The Feits
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Nechama & Aaron
Zeevi

Mazal Tov
Riva
A well deserved
honor.
Suzie & Yosef
Kilimnick

Mazal tov to
Congratulations to all
the honorees.

Sara Shatz
on a wonderful honor!

Sam & Sandy
Benson

In honor of
Isaac and Talia
Dayan
on a presidential job
well done.
Yoni and Rena Ray
Tali and Ora

Patti and Michael
Steinmetz

Mazal Tov to
Riva Preil
on this well deserved
honor.You have always
been a leader, using
your talents to help
others. May you
continue and go from
.חיל-חיל
Love Always,
Ariella & Yakov
Agatstein & Family
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To Riva Preil
Your dynamism,
creativity, devotion, and
kindness enhance the
quality of religious life in
the community.Your
vivacious personality
makes family events
sparkle. Love and all
good wishes from your
cousins.
Rivkah and Yosef
Blau

Helaine and Walter
Rand
Surprise, Arizona

Congrats Riva!

Mazal Tov Riva!!

We are so proud
of you!!
Your favorite
neighbors,
Tobi & Chani
P.S. Great picture ;-)
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Thanks to the MSJC
for honoring our
wonderful
granddaughter
Debbie Ciner
with the Rabbi Yehuda
Hilewitz Memorial
Award.

Thanks for all you do to
make the Heights a
wonderful place to live.
We look forward to
continuing our friendship
for years to come and to
continuing to cross
(GW) bridges together.
Love,
Laura & Jordan Feld

In memory of
WILLIAM BLANK z"l
Long time President of
Congregation Beth Hillel
and Beth Israel of
Washington Heights.
FAY BLANK
ALBERT & SHARON
BLANK
IRENE & ZEV
BLECHNER
Mazal tov to all of the
Honorees!
You all do so much for the
shul that we can't even
imagine what Mt. Sinai
would look like
without you.
We are honored to call you
our friends and are greatly
appreciative of all that you
do for our community.
Mazal tov,
Aliza and Sam Konig

Thank you to the
community for
continuous support to
Gidion's Bakery.
We are now under the
supervision of the O-U.
For all your bakery
needs, call 212-927-9262
or email
orders@gelbsteinsbakery.com

In honor of
Rabbi Mordecai
Schnaidman
By his grateful
students of the
Wednesday morning
shiur
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Isaac and Talia
We are so proud of you.
Mazal Tov and Mabrook.
Love,
Uncle Alan,
Aunt Perline, Isaac,
Fortune, Jason,
Naomi, and Stephanie

Mazal tov to all the
honorees.

To All the Honorees We thank you for your
unbelievable dedication to
constantly building a beautiful
and thriving community in
Washington Heights.
To Riva, a dear and
longstanding friend - your open
heart, your warmth and your
wisdom is inspiring. We are
blessed to have a woman like you
working on behalf of
our shul community.
Thank you for all that you do,
Shuli Taubes and
Ari Gordon

Mazal Tov Sara!

Thank you for all you
that you do on behalf
of our community.

So excited for you and
cannot begin to
express how much you
are deserving of
honors!

Shoshana Sturm

Julie and Jeremy
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To my dearest friend

In honor and
appreciation of all the
honorees
Isaac and Talia Dayan
Riva Preil
Sara Shatz
Debbie Ciner
Carla Hanauer

Mazal Tov to all the
honorees.
Every one of you is an
inspiration and a perfect
representation of chesed.
May you all continue to
grow and inspire us all.
Sincerely,
Keren Golan

Riva Preil
in recognition, honor and
thanks for all the time,
effort, energy (emotional
and physical) and
unwavering and
unquestioning dedication
that you give to the shul,
community and Klal Israel.
Great work, keep it up!
Aaron Kogut

In Honor of Our
Niece
Riva Preil
Mazal Tov on this well
deserved honor We are
very proud of you.
With all our love,
Rabbi Shaya and
Nechie Kilimnick
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To Isaac, Talia, Riva, Debbie,
and Sara,
Thank you for devoting your
time, energy, and enthusiasm to
our shul and its members.You
are true models for us in what it
means to give selflessly on behalf
of a community and the greater
Jewish people. May Hashem
bless you with continued
strength and success in your
future endeavors!
Leora Staiman,
Rena Garbow,
Lauren Kirschenbaum,
Deena Berkowitz,
and Shira Deluty

Major Props to all the
honorees!

Dashiell Ferguson

RIVA
!!!!מזל טוב
We are proud to call
you family
Avi andTzipora
Hornstein
and Family
Mazal tov to
Talia and Isaac Dayan
on this well deserved honor.
The shul would not be the
same without your tireless
dedication! Thank you also
to all the shul board
members and to Rabbi
Schwartz for making the
Mt. Sinai community the
vibrant, wonderful
community that it is.
Dena and Avi Block
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In appreciation of all
the services that Mt.
Sinai provides to the
Washington Heights
community.

Mazel tov to my
friends
Riva and Debbie,
and to the rest of the
honorees!

Michael and Chana
Gutmann

Love always,
Rivki Rosenblatt

Mazel tov Sara!
You do so much good for the
Mt. Sinai community - we are
so happy to see you get this
well deserved
recognition! May Hashem
continue to grant you the
resources to be an asset to
your family, friends, shul and
community.
Love,
Gittel and James Babendir
Michali and Elliot Bazian

Mazal tov to all the
honorees!!!
We're so proud of you,
and yasher koach for all
of your valuable work for
our community.
Sincerely,
Lauren & Alex Ozar,
Avigayil Zemelman,
Shani Kaish,
Sam Mogilensky,
& Meira Levinson
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In recognition of all the
honorees who have
worked so hard to make
Mount Sinai a great place
to learn, daven, and
grow. We are extremely
appreciative of all
that this community
continues to give us.
Rebecca Gotlib
and Chaim Hersh
In Loving Memory of
Jacob Tocker, ע‘‘ה
and Tilla Tocker, ע‘‘ה
my wonderful parents
whose values and midos continue to
inspire the entire family daily.
We were truly blessed to have had
them as the ultimate role models
in living life as true B’nei Torah.
They instilled in our homes and family
the values of dedication, devotion and
selflessness.
Sammy Tocker
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Mazal tov to all of the
honorees!
Thank you to all of the
dedicated volunteers and
staff who make the Mt Sinai
community so special.
Your time and energy
make the vision a reality.
Shoutout to Miss VP
Rachel Waldman for
being so wonderful.
Rebecca Saidlower

Congratulations to
Isaac and Talia
Dayan.
Your warmth and
hospitality
reverberates
throughout our
community.
Our best wishes,
Moshe and Yulia
Hill

Mazel Tov to all the
honorees and a special
thank you to
Riva Nechama Preil
May you be blessed to
continue your valuable
work and dedication to
the community.
DP

In honor of
Rabbi & Dr.
Schwartz and Isaac
and Talia Dayan
Shonnie and Yoni
Chambre
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Congratulations to all
the honorees.
Thank you to the
officers for your
devotion to the
community. L'chaim to
the rabbinic and
professional staff for
your service.
Menachem
Menchel
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Mazal Tov to all the Honorees
Talia and Isaac Dayan
Guests of Honor
Riva Preil
Herbert Harwitt Community
Builder Award
Debbie Ciner
Rabbi Yehuda Hilewitz Memorial Award
Sara Shatz
Keter Shem Tov Award
Mt. Sinai Jewish Center is a special place,
We are so lucky to be a part of it.
Oren Hiller, Executive Director
Kayla Ross, Office Administrator
Nike Prroj, Head of Maintenance

Mazal tov to all the honorees
Happy birthday Mom
Let's go Mets
Betty, Michael
and Julian

A huge yasher koach to
the honorees for all that
they do on
behalf of the shul.
Mazal tov!
Esti Levy

Mazal tov to all
the honorees!

Mazal Tov to the
honorees- thank you
for all that you do!

David & Liatte
Lasher

Gavi Lankin

Good job, Sara Shatz!
Debbie, Mazal Tov
on this well-deserved honor.
Love,
The Gelnick Family
Barbara and Kenny
Andrea and Yoni
Lauren and Eli
and Elissa
and the little humans

Mazal tov, Riva!
You are a true tzadeket
and you make the world
a better place. I feel
blessed to know you.
Love, Malya

Dear Debbie, Mazel Tov
on this well deserved honor.
May you continue in your
wonderful ways.
Akiva and Tova Reich
and family
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Congratulations to
Talia and Isaac Dayan
and all the honorees
on this well-deserved honor.
May you continue to keep inspiring
others with all your hard work and
dedication to the Jewish people.
Mazel Tov!
Miri, Josh, Zeke and Zoe Lipsky
Schainker

In honor of
Debbie Ciner
Zelda Ciner
Mazel Tov Isaac & Talia!
You guys have done amazing things
for the Washington Heights
community.
May you continue in your successes.
Lots of love,
The Eliasons

Mazel tov Isaac and Talia!
Thank you for all of your
hard work building the
Mt. Sinai community.
Love,
Ruth and Yoni Friedman
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Thanking everyone for all
their help in making
Mt. Sinai Jewish Center
a great place.
Shalom,
Ruth & Bernice Katz
Mazal Tov to
Debbie and Riva
upon your well deserved honors.
You are both an inspiration
to the community.
Hadassa & Itamar
Frankenthal
Talia and Isaac
Mazal Tov on this incredible honor.
Your dedication to your community
is inspiring and they are
lucky to have you!
Talia and Marc Metson,
Shana Bloom and Ben Berg

To our dear Riva,
Your energy and commitment to
community is truly inspiring. Mazel
Tov on this honor, You DA GIRL!!!
Always remember- Chin'Ga Chan'Ga.
Love,
Avi, Esti, Leiba and Ahuva

Mazal Tov to all of the
honorees!

In memory of our beloved
husband, father and grandfather
זאב אליהו יולס ז"ל

Art and Peggy
Cottrell

Miriam Yoles, Leslie & Ziv,
Ayelet & Cliff, Jordan,
Eytan, and Layla

To all the honorees,
Thank you for all your hard work and
dedication to our Shul. While we
don't say it often enough, we
appreciate all you do for our
community. Mazal tov on these
well deserved awards!
Sincerely,
The Karolys

Mommi and Aba

Mazal to all and in appreciation
to the congregation Mt. Sinai

I so pwoud of you.You want
to come to my house?
I love you
Bonnie *smush*
Mitch Dayan

Our thoughts,
Mary Stiefel, Brenda
and Matthew

Devoted... Beloved... Awesome
RALPH LENNIG
Husband & Father
Missed Everyday
RENATE and STEPHANIE
LENNIG

Mazal tov to all the honorees.

Mazal Tov Riva!

Thank you to Rabbi Schwartz,
Rabbi Schnaidman and the
Gabbaim for all of their hard
work.

Thanks for everything you do for
us and our community.

Irmgard Klawansky

Lisa, Shari and Adam

In loving memory of Herbert &
Barry

Thanks for being an awesome
friend!
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Mazal tov to all the
honorees!
Shuli Berger and
Jai Zion
To our dear Riva,
Mazal Tov for this welldeserved recognition.
"We love you..."
Bubby & Zaidy Preil
Mazel Tov on this most
deserving honor and thank
you for your hard work and
devotion to the
Mt. Sinai community.
Aliza Storchan

Books/Seforim
Carla Hanauer:
(212) 942-6454
hanauerbooks@yahoo.com
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Mazal tov to all the honorees,
Isaac & Talia, Riva, Debbie
and Sara, for the countless hours
that you dedicate to Mt. Sinai
and to strengthening our shul.
Thank you for being such great role
models for our community!
Sarah Gordon

In honor of all the dedicated
people who make Mt. Sinai
Jewish Center such a great
community to be a part of!
Thank you!
Kira Joel, Leah Sarna, &
Devora Weinstock (aka 4B)

Mazal Tov to all
the honorees.
The Fermaglich
Family
Mazal tov
Riva, Isaac and Talia
on this very
deserved honor!
Congratulations,
Malki (Lanner) Feuer

To our dear friends Isaac and Talia Dayan
Thank you for continuing to lead the
community, and build a place where all are
welcome and encouraged to participate in it.
A well deserved honor for two people who
stepped up to do great things when the Mt.
Sinai community needed them. We wish you
lots of luck, and encourage you (and
everyone) to continue leading by example.
Regine, Yosef, Sarah, and Emma
Galanti

Thank you Rabbi Schwartz,
Nick, Isaac & Talia, Riva,
Debbie, and Sara for all your
energy and hard work in
making Mt. Sinai the
incredible place it is.
Ayala Schwartz

In honor of The
General
Love,
The Chief
To Isaac and Talia,
Mazal Tov on this wonderful honor. You
are both kind, compassionate, and
generous people, who deserve to be
recognized for all you do to build
community, help others, and bring
people together. Best wishes always,
to you and your beautiful family.
Love,
Aunt Mozelle and Uncle Michael

Mazal Tov to
Isaac and Talia Dayan, Sara
Shatz, Riva Preil, Debbie
Ciner
Thank you for all of the time and
effort you put into the shul.
Davida Kollmar
In honor of Riva Preil:
Thank you for all of your hard
work and dedication to Mount
Sinai! The effort you put into
all of our events is truly
appreciated!
Donny Finkel

Mazal tov to ask the honorees!
Thank you for all that you do for
our shul and community.
It is so appreciated!
Rebecca Neuhaus

In honor of our daughter,
Rena Garbow
With much love
and pride,
Mommy and Abba
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Dear Riva, From "One Page More" to the
Mt. Sinai board, you've come a long way!
You are truly an amazing community builder,
lay leader and role model, and we're blessed
to call you our friend. Thanks for the
tremendous energy you devote to making Mt.
Sinai a hub for learning, socializing, and last
night's popcorn. Mazal tov on this
well-deserved honor!
Daphne, Yishai, Raphy, Yitzy, Zev,
Miriam, & Emily

Congratulations to all the honorees:
Isaac and Talia Dayan,
Riva Preil, Debbie Ciner,
and Sara Shatz
Thank you for all you do for
our Shul and our community!
Shanna Hersh

Dear Riva,
I'm so proud of you!
Your dedication, hard work,
and endless efforts are well
deserving of this great honor.
Mazel Tov!!!
Love,
Jess

Mazal Tov Riva upon this
well-deserved honor!
From your friends at
Elite Care
Physical Therapy
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We'd like to express הכרת הטוב
to the Mount Sinai community for
two wonderful years. Mazal tov to
all of the honorees and thank you
for all of your work on
behalf of the shul.
Talya Laufer and Chesky
Kopel

With tremendous Hakarat
HaTov and gratitude to Rabbi
Schwartz, Isaac and Talia
Dayan, Riva Preil, Debbie Ciner,
and Sara Shatz

for making our Shul such a
special place to be a part of.
Avi Lasdun

Mazal Tov
to all the Honorees
Joe and Yafit
Goldfarb
To Talia and Isaac Dayan and
Riva Preil: Mazal tov upon being
recognized for all of the amazing
work you've done for our shul!
May you continue to do great things
for many years to come and
share only happy moments with us all!
Kol tuv,
Jason Strauss

Sara, Mazal Tov on this
wonderful honor
Your Aunt and Uncle
Barbara and Shelly
Wieder and family
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